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Six-letter poetry has not been noticed in academic circles for a long time, 
and it’s a pity that the abundant literature content has not been excavated fully. 
The author try to make some primary study on Six-letter poetry, analyze and 
discuss comprehensively some important questions such as the origin of 
Six-letter poetry, artistic character and Six-letter poetry of Tang-dynasty. The 
paper includes three chapters , the first chapter dwells on the origin of Six-letter 
poetry, the second chapter discourse artistic character of Six-letter poetry, and the 
last chapter is devided into four parts , which are the beginning of Tang-dynasty，
the heyday of Tang-dynasty, the period of Da-li and Zhen-yuan and the period 
from Yuan-he to Five Dynasty. The chapter dwells on the Development By 
Stages of Six-letter Poetry in Tang-dynasty and The Corresponding Characters. 
The author write the paper on the basis of comprehensively collecting datas and 
sorting out datas, meanwhile consulting relevant documents of scholars as much 
as possible, and finally bring up the own opinions.  
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        古诗之三言者，“振振鹭，鹭于飞”之属是也，汉郊庙歌多用之。
五言者，“谁谓雀无角，何以穿我屋”之属是也，俳谐倡乐多用之。六
言者，“我姑酌彼金　”是也，乐府亦用之。⋯⋯ 
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任昉《文章缘起》： 
 






        至于三、六杂言，则出自篇什。（《明诗第六》） 
        六言七言，杂出诗骚。（《章句第三十四》） 
 




















































































骋容与兮跇万里，今安匹兮龙为友。   
 （《史记》卷二十四，乐书第二） 
         太一况，天马下，沾赤汗，沫流赭。 
         ⋯⋯ 
         体容与，迣万里，今安匹，龙为友。 





















沅有茝兮醴有兰，思公子兮不敢言。  （《九歌·湘夫人》） 
采三秀兮于山间，石磊磊兮葛蔓蔓。   （《九歌·山鬼》）  
C．〇〇〇〇〇兮，〇〇〇〇〇〇 
皇天无私阿兮，览民德焉错辅。    （《离骚》） 
吕望之鼓刀兮，遭文王而得举。   （《离骚》） 
D．〇〇〇兮〇〇，〇〇〇兮〇〇〇 
步余马兮山皋，邸余车兮方林。    （《涉江》） 
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